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All the free PDF editing tools you need
Our PDF toolkit offers you a full suite of impressive document editing capabilities to help you work more efficiently — at no charge.
Explore All PDF Tools
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Our most popular PDF tools
Whatever you need to do with your documents, we've got your back. Our free PDF editing tool comes complete with an online merge tool, eSign software, conversion, splitting, compression, editor, and more. Best of all, it's all completely free.
Merge PDF
Combine multiple files into one streamlined document using the top PDF merge tool online
Try it for free
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Extract individual pages from your files and create as many separate documents as you need
Try it for free
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Reduce document file size without any quality loss from your original document
Try it for free
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Convert your files into editable Word documents with the best PDF conversion software that maintains essential formatting
Try it for free
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Create a custom signature to sign and send your documents electronically and securely
Try it for free
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Modify files with the ability to insert text into the files along with images and more with the best app to edit PDF documents
Coming soon
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One PDF Editing Online Tool for Multiple Use Cases
Why waste time with multiple different software solutions? You can get all of the tools you need in one simple PDF editing software for PC and mobile. Customize your digital documents with PDFplatform — the best software for PDF editing (and everything else).

Merge your PDFs into one unified document
Combine multiple files into one centralized document with our free editing software platform featuring a merge tool. You can merge as many documents as you need to in a matter of seconds.
Merge your files now →
Sign PDF documents electronically with ease
No online PDF editor is complete without an effective built-in eSignature solution to complete all of your essential documents. Eliminate inefficient wet ink signatures, and avoid unsecure eSignature alternatives with our state-of-the-art eSignature solution.
Start eSigning your documents today →
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Split your PDF into separate pages
Forget about wasting time manually copying and pasting pages from your documents to get the specific pages you want. Extract as many individual pages as you want from your document and turn them into entirely separate documents with our document splitter.
Split your documents now →
Compress PDF files without sacrificing quality
Never worry about file size limits again with our platform's compression tool. It will always maintain the highest quality for your documents while simultaneously shrinking your file to the smallest size possible.
Compress a file in seconds →
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Convert PDFs to editable Word documents
If you want to turn your file into an editable Word document, you've come to the right place. Use our PDF to Word converter, and you'll have a fully editable Word document in seconds.
Convert your document to Word →
A full-service PDF editor online free solution
You need more than just a PDF page editor or a simple online PDF reader. Start editing PDF files with text, images, shapes, and much more using our free app to edit your documents.
Coming soon →
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Frequently asked questions
How can I write in a PDF file?
Our free document editor solution allows users to write on PDFs online by adding text fields wherever they're needed. You can then choose the font you want to write with so it matches or stands out from the original text.

What is a PDF software?
PDF software allows users to create and edit documents and often includes a PDF reader app, PDF redaction tool, an online form filler, and many other tools that make editing easier. This software can be browser-based and useable anywhere, from any device, or it can require installation on your local computer.

What software do I need to open a PDF?
There are many popular online PDF viewer solutions that enable users to open a file like the Preview app on Mac or Adobe Reader, but our platform is the best online cloud tool for previewing documents and editing them as well.

How can I open a PDF file?
If you have software for viewing or editing files, you can simply double-click to open a file on your computer or right-click it and then click open.

Which PDF software is best?
The best software for you depends on your personal needs, but our platform has created a toolkit of the most popular tools to satisfy as many user needs as possible including merging, splitting, converting, and e-Signing, to name a few. Best of all, our online solution is 100% free and fully loaded with all of the professional-grade features you'd expect from an expensive software solution.
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